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The Council of Academic Deans met on Monday, November 12, 1973, at 1:30 p.m. in the Office of Academic Affairs. Those present were Deans Cravens, Hardin, Brenner, Mounce, Corts, Gray, Stroube, Chelf, Sutton, Hourigan, Oppitz and Davis.

Drs. Cravens and Gray discussed proposed guidelines for a Statewide Study of Graduate and Professional Program Development. The deans made several suggestions concerning modifications of these guidelines. Dr. Gray also discussed the development of the MPS program at Ft. Knox.

Dr. Corts told the deans that he would distribute materials in a few days to assist them in their curriculum review.

Dr. Chelf commented on scheduling of evening classes. He asked the deans to consider offering next fall's evening classes in only a few classroom buildings. Dr. Chelf also discussed scheduling at Eagle University.

Dr. Davis gave a progress report on the development of a Teaching Effectiveness Instrument.

The meeting adjourned at 2:45 p.m.

James L. Davis
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